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By combining the specific molecular recognition capability of MIPs and the asymmetric structure of Janus particles, the Janus MIP particles which were synthesized via a wax/water Pickering emulsion showed attractive capabilities as Self-propelled Transporters for controlled drug delivery.

Because of the asymmetric dual functions, Janus particles have been widely used as solid stabilizers, imaging probes, targeting sensors, interfacial catalysts, and photonic materials in various fields. Generally, Janus particles could be prepared using a variety of techniques. In the beginning, the most traditional strategy to synthesize Janus particles was a two-dimensional approach: particles were deposited onto a substrate and then their above surface was coated with metals. As an extension of this concept, Pickering emulsion has recently been reported to obtain larger quantities of Janus beads. In this concept, a wax in water emulsion was often chosen as the Pickering emulsion system. Recently, block copolymer self-assembly method, phase separation method, competitive adsorption method, and the integration of microfluidic devices and photolithographic polymerization or photopolymerization have been widely used to control the structural variety of Janus particles.

Using the above strategies, the anisotropic functions of Janus particles can be successfully controlled. However, it is still difficult to selectively load chemical or biological components such as drugs, dyes, probes, and image contrasting agents onto the Janus particles. This disadvantage limits the practical application of the Janus particles. Therefore, it is a significant challenge to selectively load/unload a target agent onto the Janus particles.

The best way to achieve specific molecular loading/unloading is molecular imprinting. It is known that molecular imprinting is a synthetic technology, which allows the preparation of homogeneous polymeric matrices with specific binding cavities. The main advantages of molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) are their high selectivity and affinity to the template molecules used in the imprinting procedure. Therefore, MIPs have found many practical applications, including separation and purification, chemical sensors, catalysis, drug delivery, plastic antibodies and biological receptors system.

In this work, a new method was developed to construct Janus particles with specific molecular recognition ability. It has been reported that, the presence of amine groups on the MIP particles is in favour of coating Ag nanoparticles (NPs) onto MIP particles. Here, monodisperse MIP particles containing amino groups (MIP-NH₂ particles) were synthesized via a two-step precipitation polymerization (Scheme 1a) following a similar procedure described by Hajizadeh et al.

Scheme S1. (a) Schematic representation of the synthesis of monodisperse MIP-NH₂ microspheres. Step 1: generation of propranolol-imprinted sites by cross-linking polymerization. Step 2: grafting amine groups by copolymerization. (b) Step-by-step fabrication of Janus colloidal particles. Pickering emulsion is an emulsion stabilized by solid particles instead of surfactants. Recently, complex colloid-based materials prepared by Pickering emulsion have attracted more and more interests. For example, we have previously prepared several types of MIP beads and MIP colloidosomes using different Pickering emulsion systems. In the present work, we also used Pickering emulsion to synthesize Janus MIP particles.

The schematic representation of the step-by-step synthesis of Janus MIP particles was shown in Scheme 1b. First, monodisperse MIP-NH₂ particles were used as fine solid particles to stabilize the molten wax in water emulsion at a high temperature. When the emulsion system was cooled down, the MIP-NH₂ particles were immobilized at the solidified interface. In water phase, the exposed surface of the MIP-NH₂ particle was coated with silver NPs by adding reducing agents. After dissolving the wax, the Janus MIP particles were obtained by centrifugation. There are two main reasons for synthesis of Janus MIP particles via Pickering emulsion. The first one is that this method offers controllable morphology in a wide range of size and surface functionality of the particles. The second one is that the molecular recognition cavities could be always generated under the optimal imprinting conditions in this method.

To confirm the synthesis of Janus MIP particles, the surface...
groups of the particles were studied by FT-IR analysis. In comparison with MIP-core particles, the MIP-NH₂ particles containing a NIPA-allylamine-MBAAm copolymer shell showed several obvious changes, indicating that the Ag NPs were tightly coated onto MIP-NH₂ particles through hydrogen bond (see ESI).

In the UV-vis spectra, the Janus MIP particles displayed an obvious surface plasmon resonance absorption band (at 409 nm), further indicating that the MIP-NH₂ particles were perfect carriers for the formation of Ag NPs (see ESI). The TGA measurements indicate that the weight proportion of Ag NPs on the Janus particles was 8.6% (see ESI). The surface morphology of the MIP-NH₂ particles and the Janus MIP particles was observed by SEM. Fig. 1a and Fig. S3a are the SEM images of the MIP-NH₂ particles. From these figures, it is seen that the MIP-NH₂ particles were monodisperse with a size of 2.0 µm. Fig. 1b and Fig. S3b are the SEM images of the Janus MIP particles. It is seen that the formation of Ag nanostructures onto one side of the MIP-NH₂ particles could be controlled during the synthesis. The scale up of the particle shown in Fig. 1b looks like metal cap-wearing particles, which would have great potential in sensors, anisotropic building blocks, and osmotic motors.

**Fig. 1** SEM images of the MIP-NH₂ (a) and the Janus MIP (b) particles.

The binding profile of the Janus MIP particles was evaluated by using tritium-labeled propranolol as a probe through radioligand binding analysis. Simultaneously, the binding profiles of the Janus NIP particles, the MIP-NH₂ particles and the NIP-NH₂ particles were also investigated as controls. Fig. 2a displays the uptake of [³H]-(S)-propranolol by the different particles. It is seen that the propranolol uptake by the Janus MIP particles was much higher than that by the Janus NIP particles, suggesting that the Janus MIP particles possessed available molecular binding cavities. Moreover, the binding profile of the Janus MIP particles was very similar to that of the MIP-NH₂ particles, indicating the asymmetric coating of Ag NPs onto the MIP particles did not decrease the specific binding capacity.

**Fig. 2** (a) Equilibrium radioligand binding analysis. (b) Displacement of radioligand binding to 0.5 mg of Janus MIP particles with increasing amount of atenolol and propranolol. Bound and Bound are the amount of [³H]-(S)-propranolol bound by Janus MIP in the absence and presence of the competing compounds, respectively.

Molecular selectivity of the Janus MIP particles was also investigated using a competitive radioligand binding. The competitive binding curve by the Janus MIP particles was shown in Fig. 2b. It is seen that the increasing of the competitors decreased the uptake of the template binding on the Janus MIP particles. However, the potency of the structural analog (atenolol) to displace the radioligand from the Janus MIP particles was much lower than the potency of propranolol. This molecular selectivity study verifies that the Janus MIP particles remained the easily accessible binding sites.

In previous studies, self-propelled Janus particle has been studied for different systems. Accordingly, when the Janus MIP particles are exposed to the UV light in the presence of H₂O₂, an ion gradient will be formed due to the production of Ag⁺ and HOO⁻ ions in the solution, and the Janus MIP particles will move in their self-generated ion gradient along their axis with the Ag particle leading. Therefore, by introducing Janus structures to molecular imprinting, MIPs represent an attractive route for creating specific molecular recognition cavities in synthetic self-propelled nano or micro engines. To the best of our knowledge, only a single research paper investigated the MIP microtransporter, where the MIP-based catalytic microtubular engines were prepared by electropolimerization of the MIP layer onto Pt-Ni microengines. In this work, we provided another type of MIP microtransporter based on the Janus MIP particles. Because of the using of the modular MIP building blocks (monodisperse MIP microspheres synthesized by precipitation), the Janus MIP particles showed an important advantage: the molecular recognition cavities were generated always under optimal imprinting conditions.

**Fig. 3** Real-time optical microscopy images of a Janus MIP particle in 2.5% H₂O₂ with UV light (254 nm), showing the trajectory at: (a) t=0 s, (b) t=2 s and (c) t=4 s. Scale bar=10 µm.

Fig. 3 shows the movements and the phototactic response of the Janus MIP particle in H₂O₂. In this figure, the silver-leading autonomous motion was clearly observed on the Janus MIP particles. However, the diffusiophoretic movement was not found when the MIP-NH₂ particles were placed under the same condition (Fig. S4), which indicates that the motion of the MIPs significantly depended on the asymmetry coating of Ag NPs. The path of a single Janus MIP particle in the presence of H₂O₂ with or without UV light illumination is shown in Fig. 4a. It is seen that the diffusiophoretic movement of the Janus MIP particle could be controlled by turning on/off the UV light (Fig. S5 and Video S1). When UV light was switched on (from t=0 s to t=30 s), the Janus MIP particle moved fast with an observed speed of 3 µm/s approximately. After turning off the UV light (from t=31s to t=40 s), the movement of the Janus MIP particle was slow and irregular. This movement might be the thermal Brownian motion. When the UV light was re-switched on (from t=41 s to t=70 s), the Janus MIP particle moved again with a similar speed. These experimental data confirm the Janus MIP particles were
easy to handle in practical applications as microtransporters.

The microtransporters could be used as autonomous carriers for controlled drug delivery. Here, we investigated propranolol release from the polymer particles in H$_2$O$_2$ solution with or without UV illumination, as shown in Fig. 4b. It is seen that the Janus NIP particles were bad carriers for propranolol delivery because of their low loading capacity. It had been reported that Janus particles exhibited a variety of complex and partially unexpected aggregate, therefore the Janus MIP particles showed a low drug release process in the presence of H$_2$O$_2$ without UV illumination. Likewise, the MIP-NH$_2$ particles showed a relatively slow release of propranolol. However, when the Janus MIP particles were used as autonomous carriers in the presence of H$_2$O$_2$ with UV illumination, the Janus MIP particles were moved continuously by the mechanism of diffusiophoresis. Both the surface charge and the autonomous movement could be seen as possible factors to enhance the dispersion of the particles, which hence accelerated the drug diffusion in the release medium. Therefore, MIP cavities provide the Janus MIP particles with high loading capacity, while the asymmetry structure of the Janus MIP particles played an important role during the controlled-release process. Interestingly, the drug delivery from the Janus MIP particles can be controlled by the switch on/off the UV illumination.

In summary, a novel type of Janus MIP particles has been synthesized using a wax/water Pickering emulsion based on the modular MIP building blocks. When tailor-made recognition cavities were introduced into catalytic microengine transporters, the Janus MIP particles could be readily extended to the selective separation of the target analytes as well as the construction of self-propelled objects. This molecularly imprinted micro-transporter concept provided the Janus MIP particles with attractive capabilities for autonomous binding, controlled transport, and separation of the target analytes. Due to the fact that Ag NPs have poor biocompatibility and UV illumination (or H$_2$O$_2$) damages cells, the Janus MIP particles prepared here showed some limitations in the practical application. However, by coating other metal alloy NPs, biocompatible Janus MIP particles (which can harvest energy without UV illumination or H$_2$O$_2$) can be generated to address this problem. The drug delivery system based on the biocompatible Janus MIP particles will be applied in the realistic examples in our future work.
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